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Abstract
Should crime victims have more of a voice in court? Two or three decades ago this question would have provoked a strong emotional response on both sides of the debate. Today the question is more likely to be, should victims have a stronger voice in court? This paper reports on the results of a survey of the views of South Australia's judges and magistrates on victim impact statements. Their perspective is important because the impact statements to have an effect on the sentence, and those who believe that that effect has not materialized are more likely to be dissatisfied with the sentences judges and magistrates impose. The survey shows that victim impact statements do assist the courts but there is no strong indication among judges and magistrates in South Australia that giving victims a voice necessarily alters the structural position of the victim in the criminal justice system.

Should victims of crime have a voice in court? Two or three decades ago this question would have provoked a strong emotional response on both sides of the debate. Today, the question is more likely to be, should victims have a stronger voice in court? In South Australia, as in other Australian states and territory jurisdictions, victims of crime have the right to participate in the sentencing process by submitting, and for some offences reading, a victim impact statement. The introduction of impact statements aroused considerable discussion, and even heated debate in some places.

In 1981 the South Australian Committee of Inquiry into Victims of Crime acknowledged the importance of information on the impact and effects of crime to sentencing courts but the committee did not recommend victim impact statements. In 1985, however, victims were given the right to have "the full effects of the crime on him or her" presented (by a prosecutor or a pre-sentence report) to a sentencing court before it passed sentence.

This right was enshrined in the Criminal Law Sentencing Act 1988, which came into effect in 1989. Since then, in 1998, victims of indictable offences have been given the right to read, or have read, their impact statements during the sentencing process. Both the right to submit a written victim impact statement and the right to read a personal impact statement have been reinforced in the Declaration of Principles Governing Treatment of Victims in the Criminal Justice System that forms Part II of the Victims of Crime Act 2001. Recently, the Government for South Australia introduced a bill to give co-victims of any offence resulting in the death or total or permanent disability of the victim the absolute right to read impact statements, and to provide for neighborhood and social impact statements.

The limited research on victim impact statements in South Australia has produced mixed results. Whether these statements have proven "successful" or "unsuccessful" depends on what one sees as their purpose or function. Most of the research has concentrated on victims' views. Judges and magistrates views on impact statements are also important. If they do not support the use of impact statements, or do not use the information on the effects of crime and personal circumstances of victims, then victims are likely to be more dissatisfied with sentences and have confidence in the criminal justice system. In late 2005, the judiciary and the magistracy in South Australia were asked to complete a survey on their views. This paper reports on the survey findings.

About one third of over 460 victims who participated in a study in 1987 to 1989 (Gardner, 1990) stated they would have liked to tell the court about the personal impact of crime. When asked about their wishes to be involved in the criminal-justice system, just over 20% of victims wanted to be consulted during sentencing and about 8% wanted to be actively involved in setting the sentence. Reasons for being consulted included "[to] put forward their point of view and opinions" and "to determine if a sentence is appropriate" (p. 49). In an unpublished paper, O'Connell (1990) reported on a review of 151 victim impact statements which showed almost one half of victims wanted the prosecutor to "furnish particulars of the injury and loss or damage suffered as a result of an offence for which they were convicted." Just over 40% of victims wanted the prosecutor to apply for compensation as the sentence, or a condition of the sentence. There was no significant correlation between the two responses, which O'Connell interpreted as demonstrating that many victims wanted information about the effects of crime made known to offenders and the court, but not necessarily to attain compensation.

The evaluation of victim impact statements in South Australia in 1994 (Erez, Roeger, & Morgan, 1994) showed that the majority of victims wanted to make impact statements and many saw these statements as a way of "conveying that what happened to me was done," or of "communicating the impact of the crime to the offender." A much smaller number stated that they prepared their statement to "influence the sentence given to the offender." Simply providing victim impact statements, however, was not found to be associated with an increase in satisfaction with the sentence, nor satisfaction with justice. Another survey in 1999 (Justice Strategy Unit, 2000) asked victims for, among other things, their views on the rationale for victim impact statements. It also showed more victims made their impact statements to "ensure that justice was done," than to "to inform the sentence given to the offender." Some victims were asked to elaborate on their answers, only one victim wanted to see that [the offender] was properly dealt with, and another wanted to try and get [the offender] away from crime [the victim-victim responding] could commit crimes and get streets safely." Both surveys showed many victims have unfulfilled expectations on sentencing. Many who knew the sentence their offender received felt it was too lenient. Some victims wanted more use of imprisonment and some wanted greater emphasis on compensation. Victims also believed community service could be an appropriate sentence. Notably, an analysis of victim impact statements and sentencing patterns by Erez et al. (1994) found these statements not had the discernable impact on overall patterns of sentencing; in other words, victim impact statements not lead to harsher sentencing.

The evaluations in the mid-1990s also explored criminal justice practitioners' attitudes to victim impact statements. They attributed a reluctance of prosecutors, defense counsel and judges to accept direct victim input as indicative of their socialization in the law and their propensity to focus on formal criminal procedure rules. Nevertheless, all but two of the judges surveyed said they felt victim impact statements "are worth the trouble and expenses involved." One judge commented, "Victim impact statements ought to be what it is advertised, that is a statement by the victim ... The important thing is that the victims know they had a fair go and this is one way they know their legal system is not against them." A statement attributed to a judge who stated he did not read victim impact statements drew condemnation and, as recent as 2000, was still being cited internationally.

The 1999 survey, unlike the one done in 1994, did not solicit judges' or magistrates' views on victim impact statements. During the course of the Review on Victims of Crime in South Australia, however, several cases were identified in which victim impact statements were given as a general comment due to their recent appointment to the position. The overall response

Method
A survey, based on that devised by Roberts and Edgar (2000) and administered to the Chief Justice, the Chief Judge and the Chief Magistrate for assessment and comment. This highlighted the need for several amendments. Once these had been made, the survey, together with a cover letter directed to the Supreme Court justices, District Court judges and magistrates. They were invited to voluntarily complete the survey. Also, by letter, the Chief Justice, Chief Judge and Chief Magistrate informed their colleagues that they had conducted the survey. A cut-off date of three months was imposed although this time limitation was not communicated to those who were asked to complete the survey. This strategy allowed adequate time for those involved in lengthy trials, appeals hearings and so on, or on leave, to receive and decide whether or not to complete the survey.

The items addressed general issues pertaining to the use of impact statements. As well, several questions related to the 1998 amendment to the Criminal Law (Sentencing) Act 1998 that gave victims of indictable offences a right of association. Some questions related to the purpose and usefulness of victim impact statements.

The survey was sent by email to 12 justices in the Supreme Court (excluding the Chief Justice), 17 judges in the District Court (excluding the Chief Judge) and, 33 magistrates (excluding the Chief Magistrate). Responses were received from four justices, eight judges, and 12 magistrates. Of these, all justices completed the survey, although one did not answer all questions; seven judges completed the survey and one provided a partial response due to his recent appointment; and, 10 magistrates completed the survey while two declined due to their recent appointment to the position.
rate was one third of justices, two fifths of judges, and one third of magistrates. (Should this be joined with words above & appear before tables?).

Results

Supreme Court justices sentenced offenders two to 10 times per month and estimated they received victim impact statements in 80% of the cases they heard. District Court judges sentenced, on average, 20 offenders each month and estimated they received victim impact statements in between 60% and 90% of the sentencing hearings they conducted. Magistrates, however, averaged about 175 sentencing hearing each month and estimated they had victim impact statements available to them in less than the 3% of those hearings.

In 1998, victims of indicable offences were given the absolute right to read their impact statements, or to ask the court to cause their statements to be read. Respondents were asked (Table 1), "Have you noticed any change in the number of victim impact statement (VIS) submitted since the 1998 amendment that gives victims of indicable offences a right to present, or have presented, orally their personal impact?" Of the 19 respondents to this question, two justices, five judges, and five magistrates noted an increase in the number of VIS, although most felt the increase was only slight.

South Australian law requires the prosecutor to furnish particulars on the effects of crime and the personal circumstances of the victims. It does not require the court to inquire of the prosecutor, the victim, or a person representing the victim, if the victim is aware of his or her right to make an impact statement. That is, courts rely on prosecutors. Notwithstanding the law, justices, judges and magistrates were asked, "Are you told whether the victim has been apprised of the right to submit, or read, a victim impact statement?" Three justices and three judges stated they were sometimes told, but only one magistrate could recall this happening. Eight of the 10 magistrates were never told (Table 2). In the current survey, however, when asked, "How often do you have to proceed with a sentencing hearing without being given a VIS (e.g., prosecutor tendered a VIS) or hearing a VIS (e.g., a victim reads his or her VIS)?" two of the 11 justices/judges had never passed a sentence without a victim impact statement (Table 3). Of the 10 magistrates who responded to the survey, nine had often had to sentence without an impact statement.

Respondents were then asked, "How often do victim's express a desire to deliver their statement orally?" (Table 4) Five of the 21 respondents (i.e., one District Court judge and four magistrates) indicated they had never had a victim ask to read his/her VIS. Sixteen respondents reported that this happened sometimes or occasionally and no respondent indicated this often happened.

Respondents were asked, "Have you noticed any increase since the 1998 amendments in the number of victims who want to deliver their statements orally?" Eleven of 17 respondents observed an increase since the 1998 amendments (Table 5).

These respondents were then asked whether the increase had impacted on the amount of time required to conduct the hearing. Ten of the 11 respondents replied, and seven considered there had been an increase in the amount of time involved (Table 6). Given previously expressed concern that victims could be cross-examined on their impact statements, respondents were asked whether or not this had happened. Not one of the justices or judges identified a case where a victim had been cross-examined on his or her impact statement (Table 7). Only two of the 10 magistrates could recall a victim being cross-examined. This was despite six of the 10 magistrates replying when asked, "How often does a VIS contain the victim's wishes regarding the sentence?" that victim impact statements sometimes contain victims' comments on the sentence they desired (Table 8). Out of those was among the two magistrates who recalled a victim being cross-examined on his or her impact statement, but the survey results do not show whether the answers related to the same case. Two magistrates had never seen a victim impact statement with comment on the sentence that ought to be imposed. All four Supreme Court justices said this had never or almost never happened – as did five of seven District Court Judges.

One magistrate, however, said that impact statements almost always included a request for compensation (Table 9). This magistrate saw a higher percentage of impact statements than nearly all other magistrates who answered the question. Two magistrates stated that this happened often, whereas six magistrates stated that victims sometimes asked for compensation in their impact statements. Four of the seven judges reported victims sometimes or often asked for compensation, whereas all four justises said they almost never or never received victims' requests for compensation in impact statements.

The usefulness of impact information in sentencing is a matter to be determined by the justices, judges and magistrates. All justices, six judges, and five magistrates felt impact statements were useful in most, or all, of the cases in which they were submitted (Table 10). One District Court judge felt impact statements were only useful in a few cases. Respondents also ranked from 1 (most important) to 6 (least important) the purposes of impact statements. Eleven ranked providing the court with information on the effects of crime as most important. Three indicated informing offenders of the impact of their offence as most important; and two respondents ranked providing the victim an opportunity to participate in sentencing as most important. One respondent respectively.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Magistrates</th>
<th>DC Judges</th>
<th>SC Justices</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noticed decrease</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noticed no change</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noticed increase</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>9</strong></td>
<td><strong>7</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
<td><strong>19</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. One DC judge and one SC judge did not respond.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Magistrates</th>
<th>DC Judges</th>
<th>SC Justices</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Often</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almost never</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>10</strong></td>
<td><strong>7</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
<td><strong>21</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Magistrates</th>
<th>DC Judges</th>
<th>SC Justices</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Often</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very occasionally</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never in my court</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>10</strong></td>
<td><strong>7</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
<td><strong>21</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Magistrates</th>
<th>DC Judges</th>
<th>SC Justices</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Always told?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes told</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never told?</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>9</strong></td>
<td><strong>7</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
<td><strong>21</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. One magistrate did not respond.
replied that making the court aware of the personal circumstances of a victim, and providing the offender with a more complete explanation of the consequences of his or her offending as most important. No respondent stated that the most important purpose of impact statements was to give offenders the chance to accept responsibility for their offenses(s). In contrast, two Supreme Court justices, four District Court judges and five magistrates raised “giving the offender a chance to accept responsibility for his or her offending” as the least important purpose of impact statements, and one justice and two other judges ranked this as among the least important. One justice and one magistrate did not answer the question. The justices commented that the question was inappropriate and the magistrate, that the purpose varied case-by-case.

Respondents were then asked, “Are VIS useful in terms of providing information about the factors that, according to the Criminal Law Sentencing Act, criminal courts should, if relevant, take into account when passing sentences?” and the personal circumstances of the victim (Table 11). Two justices, two judges and two magistrates stated that impact statements almost always had useful information. Two justices, one judge and four magistrates, however, felt impact statements sometimes contained useful information. Not one justice, judge or magistrate found impact statements “never useful,” when sentencing offenders.

When asked, “How often [does a] VIS contain information relevant to sentencing that did not emerge during the trial or in the Crown’s sentencing submissions?” only one justice, however, felt that impact statements often had information that did not emerge during the trial or in the prosecutor’s sentencing submissions (Table 12). Four judges and three magistrates stated that impact statements often had information that would not otherwise emerge. Three quarters of justices believed impact statements were useful in most cases, and about two thirds of judges believed impact statements were most useful when sentencing offenders for violent crimes, with 11 justices/judges specifically stating that impact statements were useful in sexual assault and domestic violence cases. Similarly, nine magistrates stated there were cases for which impact statements are helpful.

One magistrate felt impact statements were useful in all cases that he or she had received. This magistrate passed about 100 sentences a month but estimated victim impact information was available in only about 1% of these cases. One third of magistrates felt impact statements were useful in some cases and one sixth that they were useful in most cases. Like their judicial counterparts, all magistrates said impact statements, when made available, were most useful when sentencing for violent crimes.

Next, when asked to rank the reasons for victim impact statements, justices, judges and magistrates provided a range of diverse responses, however, giving victims the opportunity to participate in sentencing and giving courts information on the effects of crime were most often ranked as “important,” or “most important.” Giving victims the opportunity to inform offenders of the impact and effects of crime was also ranked as “important.” However, one justice believed that it was inappropriate to answer this question.

Respondents were asked how often they referred to victim impact statements or its contents in reasons for sentencing. Those justices, seven judges and seven magistrates stated that whenever they were given information on the impact and effects of crime, they “often” or “almost always” referred to it in their sentencing remarks (Table 13). No respondent “almost never,” or “never,” referred to this information.

Fourteen of 20 respondents who indicated whether or not they addressed the victim directly in delivering oral reasons for sentencing, indicated that they “almost never,” or “never” did so (Table 14). Of the six respondents who reported “sometimes” or “occasionally” doing so, five were magistrates.

### Discussion

The percentage of cases where victims’ impact statements were made available, as identified by justices in the Supreme Court and judges in the District Courts in South Australia, are consistent with the findings of Ever et al. (1994). The low number of statements available in Magistrates Court is also consistent with the preliminary, although unreported, finding of that evaluation. This suggests that despite the shift from police preparing victim impact statements to victims writing their own statements (which happened after the 1994 evaluation), as well as the 1998 amendment giving victims of indictable offenses the right to read their impact statements, very few judges are given the opportunity to have the full effects of the crime made known to their offenders and to magistrates. The survey findings do not show whether this is due to victims electing not to make impact statements in summary cases, or the attitudes of public officials such as the police who are charged with telling victims that they can submit impact statements.

It might also be, in part, explained by the limitations of the survey instrument. Respondents were presented with a preamble explaining the purpose of the survey. They were then asked to estimate the number of hearings they conduct in a month followed by a question asking them to estimate the number of victim impact statements presented at those hearings. Given the range of the magistrates’ responses, it is possible some magistrates’ estimates were the total number of hearings whereas others were the number of hearings for offenses with at least one victim. In relation to this, the magistrates’ responses were reviewed in comparison to 2004 Magistrates Court statistics. In that year about 38% (i.e., 10,302 offenses) of case outcomes by major offense type were likely to have had at least one victim, which equates to about 800 case outcomes per month. In sum, 38% of the total of the estimated number of hearings conducted by magistrates was about 730. Using either of these figures, the estimate that victim impact statements were only available on average in 3% of hearings, remains very low. It still indicates, however, that only a small number of victim impacts are presented to magistrates. On a more positive note, the results suggest that there has been a slight increase in the availability of victim impact statements in the higher courts since victims were given the right to read their statements when offenders are convicted of an indictable offense. Unless the procurator informs the sentencing court, it is unlikely that justices, judges or magistrates will know if victims were informed of their right to make an impact statement. The current law in South Australia does not make it necessary for the court to ensure that all victims are given an opportunity to make an impact statement, yet
it does require the court to take into account, if relevant, and taking into consideration other factors, the effects of an offense or, the personal circumstances of the victim. Relative to other findings in the survey, it would benefit both victims and the court if, in fact, it was made clear that all victims had the opportunity to do so, and that their replies were communicated to the court.

Some critics of the impact statements have claimed that impact statements may lead to further delays and add yet another burden on sentencing courts (see, for example, Davis & Smith, 1994 and Erez et al., 1994 for a contrary finding). In this survey, no respondent stated that victim impact statements had significantly delayed the sentencing process, although some judges and magistrates noted at least a slight increase in time spent on sentencing since victims' statements of individual injury have been given the right to read, or have read, their impact statements.

Fears have been expressed that victims will be cross-examined on the content of their impact statements. Advocates for victims of sex offences who made a submission to the Review on Victims of Crime were particularly concerned that unrepresented defendants would exploit the chance to further victimize their victims. This survey did not produce any evidence to confirm such fear. It appears that victims are rarely, if ever, cross-examined during sentencing on the effects of crime and/or their personal circumstances.

Apart from providing the courts with information on the impact of offences, victims could contribute to the actual sentencing decisions. Some opponents to impact statements argue that it is too intrusive of society to require victims to write such statements and a willingness to regard victim participation by the use of such statements as making the criminal justice system more efficacious.

Conclusion

Giving victims participatory rights has aroused considerable debate. Victim impact statements do assist victims, but have not necessarily altered the structural position of the victim in the criminal justice offering victims opportunities to participate, and then allowing them to choose whether or not they accept the apology, is important to the well being of victims. Many victims have an innate need to "tell their stories," including describing the harm that has been done to them. Some studies on victim impact statements and on victim-offender mediation highlight the beneficial effects of giving victims the right to talk about their crimes and their impact, and the effects it has on those who witness it. The impact of the crime on their lives, and how it affects other people's lives. Some victims or individuals, judges and magistrates may be able to handle the stress of these crimes by employing self-help measures. These measures may include therapy, counseling, or support groups. The impact of the crime on their lives, and how it affects other people's lives. Some victims or individuals, judges and magistrates may be able to handle the stress of these crimes by employing self-help measures. These measures may include therapy, counseling, or support groups. The impact of the crime on their lives, and how it affects other people's lives. Some victims or individuals, judges and magistrates may be able to handle the stress of these crimes by employing self-help measures. These measures may include therapy, counseling, or support groups. The impact of the crime on their lives, and how it affects other people's lives. Some victims or individuals, judges and magistrates may be able to handle the stress of these crimes by employing self-help measures. These measures may include therapy, counseling, or support groups. The impact of the crime on their lives, and how it affects other people's lives. Some victims or individuals, judges and magistrates may be able to handle the stress of these crimes by employing self-help measures. These measures may include therapy, counseling, or support groups.
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